Price List
Rental for „Moving into the Infinite“

FILM

Gebühr

Musiker

Beschreibung / Kommentar

Rent and show the
film

108 Euro and 50% of
the income

-

Many organisers hand 100% of the income to Paramjyoti, in case have some and
of course after subtracting costs for roomrental and advertisement, as a gesture
of appreciation and a motivation to realize future projects.

Film screening in the
presence of its director and with film talk

508 Euro for the director including film
rental

-

A film talk often takes about 30-45 minutes. The audience is invited to ask questions to Paramjyoti about the making of her film.

Film screening with
Live Event
( Film talk, music and
dance )

708 Euro for the dan- 300 Euro / musician.
cer, including film ren- Two musicians are best
tal and talk.
in order to cover melody and rhythm.

In a talk prior to the event, technical details can be figured out. A dance oﬀering
after the film takes max. 30 minutes usually. It is recommended to invite the
people who were watching the film for two hours after some time directly into the
experience of the dance itself.
A dance presentation with or without its audience joining lasts about 30 minutes.

For all oﬀers note

- During Live Events of Paramjyoti a table is set up in order to provide information material about her work and to sell DVDs, CDs. A1 Posters, etc.

For that space will be needed and a big table, or several tables for the display. Who will serve at the table, selling items to people, will be agreed on prior to the
event.

- In case bigger travles are required for Paramjyoti to join your event, costs for travelling, board and accommodation need to taken into account on top of the prices listed above.

